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REGION V BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT  

1A/2A/3A/4A  

 

FREE THROW CONTEST  
❖ Each school is allowed to enter one male and one female shooter (if a female shooter plays on a CO-ED 

team, she will be eligible to shoot with the girls and use a regulation girls or boys ball). Each shooter 

must have their own rebounder.  

❖ Contestants and rebounders must be in uniform or team sweats. No t-shirts or jeans.  

❖ Each contestant has the option of shooting 5 warm-up shots.  

❖ Contestants shoot 25 consecutive free throws. The shooter with the highest number made will be the 

winner. If 25 are made the contestant will continue shooting until they miss.  

❖ 1A - If a shooter misses more free throws than the leader missed before reaching 25 shots, that shooter 

will not continue shooting. 

❖ In the event of a tie the contestants that are tied will shoot in the same order until they miss. There are 

an optional 5 warm-up shots.  

❖ The order of competition will be a random draw by school. When the school name is called the boy and 

girl from that school will take their place at their respective baskets  

❖ Judges will sit at the free throw line; record all shots and look for line violations.  

❖ Announcers will remind the crowd to be quiet and to hold their applause until both shooters are 

finished.  

 

 

3-POINT CONTEST  
❖ Each school is allowed to enter 2 male and 2 female shooters. Each shooter must have their own 

rebounders. (if a female shooter plays on a CO-ED team, she will be eligible to shoot with the girls and 

use a regulation girls or boys ball). 

❖ Contestants and rebounders must be in uniform or team sweats. No t-shirts or jeans.  

❖ Contestants shoot 5 balls from 5 spots in one minute (2 baseline, 2 corners, 1 center)  

❖ The order of competition will be a random draw by school. When the school name is called the first boy 

and first girl from that school will take their place at their respective baskets followed by the second boy 

and girl. 

❖ A referee will be at each mid court to signify a successful attempt. A scorer will record each successful 

goal on the scoreboard and another scorer will record on paper. The scorer must look for the signal from 

the official and the making of the goal.  

❖ In the event of a tie the tied contestants will shoot an additional minute. If they remain tied the tied 

contestants will continue to shoot additional rounds until a winner is established.  

❖ The boy winner and girl winner will shoot against each other for the grand champion. 


